Turkey

**Postcode**

**Postcode type and position**

5 digits to the left of the locality name.

**Position of the address on the envelope**

Bottom right-hand corner

**Alignment of address lines**

Left-aligned

**Address format**

The address is composed of the following lines:

1. recipient's name and surname.
2. organisation/legal person's name.
3. sub-locality, village name or P.O box(PK) number.
4. street, position, building, site, floor, door name and/or number.
5. postcode, parish (district-town-municipality) or county or province name (if parish or county names are not unique, province name should be specified).
6. foreign country: only for outbound mail

**Examples**

**Urban delivery:**

Hasan Taşkin  
Doğanbey Mah. Şehitteğmenkalmaz Cad. 28/A  
06101 ULUS/ANKARA  
TURKEY

Hasan Taşkin  
İstasyon Mah.  
Sağlık Sok. No:5  
06850 HASANOĞLAN/ELMADAĞ  
TURKEY

Hasan Taşkin  
General Directorate of Turkish Post  
Post and Telegraph Department  
Doğanbey Mah Şehitteğmenkalmaz Cad.  
Posta Sarayı A Blok No: 2/311  
06101 ALTINDAĞ/ANKARA  
TURKEY

**Postcodes with sub-locality number:**

M.Ali Karatepe  
İş Bankası Anafartalar Şubesi  
Doğanbey Mah. Posta Cad. 18  
06050-01 ALTINDAĞ/ANKARA  
TURKEY

Hasan Taşkin  
Doğanbey Mah. Şehitteğmenkalmaz Cad. 28/A  
06101 ULUS/ANKARA  
TURKEY
Turkey (cont.)

Examples (cont.)

Postal Services delivery:
P.O. Box:
Hasan TASKIN
Ulus Pt. Merkezi PK 543
06040 ULUS/ANKARA
TURKEY

Poste Restante:
Alici Ibrahim Uzumcu
Postrestant
KURFALL1/KARTAL/INSTANBUL
TURKEY

Glossary

Mahalle: sub-locality or district of a town (may be shortened to Mah. or M.)
Cadde: major street (may be shortened to Cad. Or C.)
Sokak: street (may be shortened to Sok. or S.; the conjugated forms Sokaklar and Sokaklarin are also found)
Bulvar(i): Boulevard (may be shortened to BLV.)

Contact
Direction générale des postes
Département des relations internationales
Section de la tarification, étude et planification internationales
06101 ANKARA
TURKEY

Tel: (+90 312) 309 54 10
Fax: (+90 312) 309 54 08

Website

www.ptt.gov.tr
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